PATH ANALYSIS:

A MULTIVARIATE TECHNIQUE
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the statistical evidence~ determine whether the
inrorpretation is (i) or' (ii). These assumptions
are incorporated in the causal network WId indicated by the arrows drawn between the variables.
Thus (i) is represenced by x ~ z ~ y and (ii) is

Path analysis is a method for quantifying
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the c.ausal relationships between a set· of exogeQOna anli endogenous variables. A variable is
said to be endo~nQus ~f ~t has a direct cause
and exogenous otherwise.. The. first step in path

x

represented by z';- y

analysis is to define the causal relationships
by a causal diagram. Straight line arrows a~e
drawn frOlD each variable to its direct effect.
If no variable is both a cause and effect of
another variable thea the system is said to be
recuraive. Otherwige it is nOn-recursive. Unexplained correlation between exogenous ·variables
is indicat.ed by curved double headed arrCJW"8.
Each direct effect has a re8idual, U. In Figure
1, ~ and X are exoge.n.ous and Xl' X4 and X:; are
z
endogeaous variables. the residuals U , U and

Path analysis showed a resurgence in the
1960's with moat of tne papers ~ which we3:'e applicatiOn oriented, appearing in socio1og~cal journals. Without.a theoretical base sOme misconceptions, which are discussed later, were fostered.
A theoretical framework for path analysis i9
given by Kang and Seneta (1980}. It is this
framework whICh h~lps to clear up the confUSion
found in the social science literature. today,
path analysis is ~till used in the social sciences~ e.g. psychology~ education. sociology. as
well as in the biological sciences. Included in
the bibliography are a few referen~eS pertain~ng
to these applications.
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U are treat.ed as exogenous variables and can
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possibly be correlated.
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The variables in the causal netw-ork form a.
multivariate system. Thus, multivatiate tech~iQues will be used to define the path coefficients. For the present we will assume thR~
s~mple sizes are lar~ enough so that the estimate.s are. re.pre.sentat1ve of the. utrue values".
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If we. wish to predict one of them,
in terms of a linear combination of the

VariX] .. 1:.

Figure 1

say

Pat.h coefficients ware ~ntroduced by Wright
(1921, 1934, 1954) as a method for relating the
correlation coefficients among a system of variables to the functional relations-hips moong the
variables. Wright was interested in genetics
and considered path diagrams which related the
genetic constitution of parents to the genetic
constitution of thsi-r offspring. For recursive
systems he gave rules for decomposing the correlation between two variables into direct, indirect and spurious effects.

others. B2X2 + ... + 6mXm - .! '!*,. then that value
of S which ~ni~~es IT - E[Xl - !'!*]Z is g~ven

-1
by]. = ~z .!!. where E = V.~[",*J and.!!. - Cov[XI , !"J.
Z
For .!* ... ~ the. be.st linear predictor of ~ is
~"3..*

~ and the ~

coeffic~ents.

are called the part:ia1
Also, the residual, U

~ _.!!.'t;l~J is,uncorreIatedwtth~,

••• , Xm•
For further details the reader can consult Kshirsagar (1972).
In path analysis, the variables are usually
standardized to, a meaa of zero and variance of
one. Thus I • R where R is a correlat~on matrix
and the a are now denoted by Pi and called path
i

"Y
and y means that ths-re is a causal relatio.n be-

coeffici.ents.

tween x and y. To check this out, introduce a
third variable. ~. compute r
,snd compare

A causal network ~onsiats of 8everal subsystems. FQ~ each subsystem the path coefficients are found. For example, the eausa1 network in Figure I can be broken down into three
9ubsystems (Figure 2). The path coefficients are
nCM denoted by P j 1 where j denotes the dependent

"Y"
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regression
=

Simon (1954) USQd a three variable system
to determine 'Whe,ther the c:or-.;elat1on between two
variables was spurious or genuine. He·discussed
the following aspects of correlation. Suppose
that we are interested in whether the significant correlation, r t between cwo variables x

this partial correlation with r

Xl,

Ifr

xy"

approximately zero while r

is not then we can
xy
conclude that either (i) z is an intervening
variable, Le. the cau8al effe.ct of "X on y (or
y on x) operates through z or (:Ll) the corrl!- "
lation between x and y ~B spurious, i.e. it result.s from the cauQQl effect of z on both x and
y. Thus the assumed relationships~ rather than

variable in a partic.ular subsystem. To find the
Pji you need a table of pairwise correlations.
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~ where Z and ~ are defined appropriately.
We also know that an equivalent ~thod is to fit
several regression modelS. The computational
equivaleQce of the two methods is what causes
difficulty. Since the regression method is used
almost exclusively the tendency has been to i~
pose multiple linear -.:egression assumptions on
the problem. For example. consider the following
two regression models~ each representing a subsystem in a causal network~
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Figure 2
For each subsystem; E ' £. and !* will be defined
Z
with ,respect to the variables within the subsystem.. The path coefficients can also be found

X

P21~

+

X3

P31 ~

+ P32~ +

P20 UZ
P30U3·

The a98umptions imposed [e.g. ABher (1976)] on
these two equations are:

using the raw data. For the sUbsystems i.n Figure:
2 we could find the path coefficients by fitting
the following models:

(1) COTr('1' U2 ) -

Corr(~,

U3)

Corr(X 2 "

0')

D

and

PS4 X4 + PS3 X3 + PSOUs ·
;0
- (1 - R2) where R2 ~s the square of
~

Here, P

jO
the multiple correlation coefficient

particular model.

fo~

But (~) is not an BBsumption~ it is a fact and
(ii) may not necessari1y be true. The reason for
assumption (ii) is taken from simultanenus equa-

tion ,theory. In order for the two equations to
be solved simultaneously one restriction is
needed. This is b~cause there are two equations
in three unknowns (P21~ P31" P3Z) and thus the
set of equations is uaderidentified. A Similar
reaBooing leads to overidentified models. For
example, consider the following three equations
which define 4- causal .network.

that

The relationship
p2: .

jO

+

R:2. = 1

or

P~Q + £.Ie, = 1
where ~ is the vector of path coefficients for
the part~cular suhsyatBM is called the equation
of complete determination.

Once the path coefficients are found the

I,
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direct effect.

+ PZOU Z

X3

P31 X3

+ P32~ + P 30U 3

There are three equations in five unknowns. Imr
posing the assumptions Corr(U2~ U ' - Corr(U2 , U4 )
3
= Corr(u], U ) = a gives thrae ~qua~ions 1a 5

4
-3 • 2 unkllOW'ns and the system is overideatified.
However, the problem of overidentified and Wlderidentified systems vanishes when the assumption
of uncorrelated residuals is removed and the best
1inear predictor theory is used.

The pathway ,from Xl

to X3 to X represent;s an indirec.t effect he-

4
and X (through X3)~ Finally, any re4
lationship between ~ and X3 ~epresents a apu~i
tween

P21~

X4 • P42 XZ + P43X3 + P40 U4 •

usual procedure foI' recursive causal systems. 1s
to decompose the total pairwise correlation into
direct effectst il1direct effects and spuriOllB
effects. As an example of these effects, consider Figure 1~ Here~ the pathway from ~ to X3

represents

X2

~

effect (due to the fac.t that they both cause
X ). Note that these effects are define.d in
4
terms of the hypothesized underlying causal network.
miS

In path analysis the causal aetwork does
not usually include all possible arrows from each
of the variables to all the other variables. If
this were the case then we would only need to
look at the partial correlation coefficients,
i.e. each variable adjusted for all the others~
Thus we need to consider whether a direct effect
should be included between two variables Xi and

Oae aspect of the social science literature
is the discussion. of overtde'otified and underidentified systems. Given a l;.ausal network we
know we can find the path coefficients by ~
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Xj when presently Xi is 001y an indirec:t effect

of XjO

If P

j1

•

O~ 1~e.

the direct effect should

The followiog example is from Duncan (1966) •
The data are from a population study conducted
in Chicag.o in 1940. Xl::; population density (in

.not be included, th.en the system. is said to be
interna11y consistent4 For example, consider
~

~

-+ X3

~ ~~

X2 ,also be

Shon~d

inc1uded1

~

a dirE;!C,!t effect from

We know that P21

~

10gQ}~

and only if ~12.3 = O. Thus; in general. we
need only check partial correlation coefficients

from center and X6 ::: recency of growth.

to see if the system ~s ~nte~aal1y consistent.
An equ1valant method, which does not involve: any

Xl

Then ICar:Lg and Seneta prove that p (1, j • j (1) ,

0 for all such Xi and Xj is equi-

valaat to Corr(UK, U ) • 0, K
1

~
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~
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The completed path d1.agram is in Figure 3.
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Internal incon8~8tency will result in the addition of arrows to the path diagram and the recalculation of cartalo path coeffi.cients •

"~',

-.3lS

X3

~
Thus internal consistency can
t
easi.ly be checked by examining the pai.!Wise
corrli.lations between the exogenous variables.

such

-.625

X3

-.419

~

for all

is a cause (direct or indirect) of \

.636

X
4
.923

X2

let Xj(l)' •••• Xj(m) be direct cause. of Xj .
jIm»~ ~

The

correlation matrix is as follows:

extra computations, 18 given by Kang and Seneta
(1980). Let Xi be an indirect cause of Xj and

••••

=

X
persoQS per dwelling unit (in logs),
2
X3 ;;: dwelling units per structure (in logs) I X
4
;; struct:ures per acre. (in logs) ~ Xs ::: distance

0 if

.853

4

U
4

Xl = P12~ + P13 X3 + P14X4 + PlOUl
X2 = P2S~ + PZ6~ + P20 UZ
~ = P3S XS

X4

m

+ P36~ + P30U3

P4SXS + P46~ + P40U4
Figure 3

Notice that co~rela~ton5 between residuals are
included tilth the rule of thumb that any corre~at1ol1 less thatl .1- i.n absolute value is _deemed
negligible. The system is also internally cons,istent sin-ce the only ,nonzet:o correlations involve variables where a.e1the'I' is'- a cause of the.
other.

Recall that earlier we mentioned that the
correlation between two variables could, be dec.omposed into direct ~ indire(!t and apurious effects. The actual decomposition is expressed in
terms of the sum of a~l simple and cOIDpOlmd
paths. A simple path comprises a dir~ct effect
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from one variable to anothe.r while a compoWld
path comprises an effect from one variable to
anotheT variable th.:r:ough one or more variables.
The compound path is then the product of all the
aimple paths of which it is c.omposed.. The rules
far decOmposition, which involve tracing an effect back to all its eauses. ar~ given by Wright
(1921) and are as follows:

Corr[X , U ] - 0.064
4
1

no· path may pass through a double~head~
ad curved arrow more than once in any
aingle ptlth.

(3)

Corr[U,2' U4 ]

-().O70

U4 ) - 0.004
Figure 4

no path may go backward on (against the
direction of) an arrow after the path
has gone fQrward on a different arrow;

(2)

0

Cor-rrU~,

no path may pass through cbe same variable -mrs thaa oace;

(1)

Corr[U2, U ]
3

VII.

Conc.iLu.um.l
In this 14St section we briefly discuss
vs. unstandardized coefficients,

stQndardi~ed

the Koopman's-Hood approach, a matrix formulation
of path analysis. non-recuraive models,. and removal of the large sample criteria.
Recall, that the first step in path analysis
HoweveT, over
the years theTe has been some argument as ~o
whether the unstandsrdized coefficients should be
used. The uaual recommendation is to use unstandardized regression coefficients when comparing
causal structures across different populations
because of the possibility of differeat variances
of the variables across the populations [e.g. Kia
and Mueller (1976)]. Tukay (1964) b.lieves that
uustandardized coefficients should be used solely. The -reasonin.g behind this decision goes bacit
to regression add corralation. That iS t regress10Jl coefficients are used for defining fUJlctioQ~
a1 relationships while correlation coefficients
are mainly descriptive measures. Path coefficients are similar to cor~elation coefficients
except that they do not have the nice property
of being between plus or minus one. How"ever,
path coeffic~ents can eaa~ly be changed into
either re&reBS~en coefficients or partial correlation coeffi~ients by the following relationships:
was to standardize the vaTiables.

'l!o illustrate c.oosider the following example
from Asher (1976) ""d Miller and Stoke. (1966).
Here
= constituency's attitudes, X2 = representative's perceptions of constituencyl g attitudes. X3 = represe.o.tative1s attitudes .. and x.
4
= representative's roll call behavior. The completed path dia~am is given in Figure 4. Us~ng
Wright's rules the correlations are decomposed as
follows with D iudicating a direct effect, I an
indirect effect arid S a spurious effect.

Xl

P31 + P21P 32

(D

+

I)

+ P21P 31

(D

+

S)

P 32

(D)

'12 -P21

-

P21 P42 + P31P43 + P21P32 P43

(I + I + I)

'24

P42 + P32P43 + P21P31P43

(D

+

I

+

s)

'34

P43 + P32P42 + P31P21P42

(D

+

S

+

s)

'14

~

12 34 ••• 0
0

Using the decomposition it is seen that (1) IOOst
of the indirect effect of constituency's atti-

"2

0;
0"1·34
n
2 • 34 • •• n
4 ••

'12' 34 ••• n

tudes on representative's behavior (~ en X ) is
4
through the representative's perception of constituency attitudes (P21P 42 - .452) and (ii) the

O

where

representativerg perception of constituency attitudes has a larger direct effect on. representative's behavior than the attitudes de (.613 vs •
• 327).

x~u
4
4
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OL23 ••. 0

a~(1

- ph) (1 -

,b02)

(1 - 'i4'23)···(1 - P~n023 ... n-l)·
In section III we briefly mentioned certain
misconceptions. The assumption whi~h lad to the
aystem of equations possibly not beiag identifiable was the one ot uncQTrelated residuals. In
the best linear predictor theory this assumption
is un-necessary. Suppose,. however. oae wishes to
invoke this assumption. Then th~ best linQa-r
predictor approach is no IOl1ger applicable.
Rather the Koopman's-Hood approach is now used
to find the path cOefficients. Us~ng Koopmaa'sHood means that we. can no longer def1a.e the resi~
duals as previously de.tiaed. This essentially
Is the confusion which exists in the social sci-

e£lc::e literature. That 1s J the Koopman I a-Hood asSumptiODS are used but the path coefficients ~ including the ~esidualst are found uaing the best
linear predictor theory. For further discussion
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